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Introduction to TraceLink Serialization

Learning Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:

n Describe the role of serialization in global track and trace regulations.

n Describe the serialization processes supported by TraceLink’s Serial Number
Manager, Serial Number Exchange, and Serialized Operations Manager
applications.

Overview

Many serialization regulations require that pharmaceutical entities track each saleable
unit throughout the supply chain. Most regulations require a serial number to be unique
across a product. Some regulations require a serial number to be unique across all of the
products manufactured by a company.

In addition to tracking pharmaceutical products at the unit level, some serialization
regulations require that you document changes to the packaging of items during
aggregation and disaggregation operations. TraceLink serialization manages these serial
numbers throughout the manufacturing and shipping processes and ensures that all
items and containers have unique serial numbers.

TraceLink ensures that the serial numbers are unique across products and packaging
levels. As an additional level of security, TraceLink checks for duplicate generated serial
numbers for the required retention period of the serial numbers.

TraceLink Applications for Serialization

TraceLink Serialization is implemented with the following applications: Master Data
Exchange, Serial Number Manager, Serial Number Exchange, and Serialized Operations
Manager.
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Master Data

Master Data Exchange stores company and location data for TraceLink customers and
their trade partners. It also stores product data for each packaging code level for serial
number management. Master Data allows TraceLink to validate and enrich compliance
messages sent to governments and trade partners.

Serial Number Manager

Serial Number Manager (SNM) generates serial numbers for all product packaging levels
and for all the countries a company sells into. SNM supports GS1 standards for serial
number formats and can import serial numbers from other sources.

When a company adds a new product, they create a serial number template for each
packaging level. They specify the format for the serial numbers – random, sequential,
alphanumeric, or just numeric, for example. These serial number templates initiate and
manage the rules for generating serial numbers.

Serial Number Exchange

Serial Number Exchange (SNX) distributes and manages serial numbers throughout all
company sites. It acts as a gateway between SNM and the line management system.
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SNXmanages serial number provisioning, commissioning, and aggregation of product by
internal packaging lines and contract manufacturers and packagers. SNX governs which
products each site can produce and it integrates with the line management system for a
fully automated serialization process.

Serialized Operations Manager

Serialized Operations Manager (SOM) manages serialized inventory operations across a
company's plant and warehouse sites, as well as CMO and 3PL partner sites. SOM
handles containment hierarchy changes, internal distribution, shipping, receiving, returns,
and destruction. It integrates with warehouse management systems to track as product
flows into the warehouse, through the pick-pack process, and out of the warehouse.

How TraceLink Manages Serialization

Companies that use TraceLink as their system of record for serial numbers use Serial
Number Manager (SNM) to generate serial numbers. In this way, the entire serial number
lifecycle is managed by TraceLink’s serialization applications. They add each product to
Product Master Data and then develop templates that generate serial numbers for that
product using Serial Number Manager (SNM). The manufacturer configures the
packaging sites and production lines for internal sites and external CMO sites. Once the
products and sites are configured, the line management systems at those sites request
and commission serial numbers using Serial Number Exchange (SNX).

Some companies use an external system to generate and manage serial numbers. For
these implementations, TraceLink transfers the externally generated serial number data
into its repository directly in order to send global compliance reports. These companies do
not need to use SNM or SNX. They link to SOM so that TraceLink can send the reports;
they do not otherwise use SOM because they have their own system of record (SOR) for
their serial numbers.

In the case of China serialization solutions, the Chinese government provides the serial
numbers to manufacturers. In this case, SNM obtains the serial numbers from the
Chinese government. Then a company’s locations and partners can request serial
numbers from within TraceLink rather than obtaining the serial numbers from the Chinese
government themselves.
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Requesting Serial Numbers

Serial number provisioning is automated for most organizations; they integrate their
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and packaging line management systems (LMSs)
using the TraceLink APIs:

n Synchronously, via SOAP calls

n Asynchronously, by implementing XML feeds

In these cases, serialization data flows electronically between their systems and
TraceLink. Serial numbers are obtained and assigned to products automatically.

Sometimes there are exceptions in packaging line processing. In these cases, operators
at packaging sites might need to request serial numbers manually using Serial Number
Exchange (SNX). SNX also lets you perform other operations like commissioning,
updating, transferring, aggregating, and disaggregating serial numbers.

Managing Serialized Operations

Once products are serialized, their data resides in the TraceLink repository.  Operators at
distribution centers and warehouses can then use Serialized Operations Manager (SOM)
to manage serialization operations.

SOM integrates serialized product operations with plant and warehouse processes.
Serialized Operations Manager:

n Tracks and manages serialized products in the warehouse.

n Tracks and manages aggregated serialized products.

n Monitors the current state and the history of serialized inventory.

n Provides visibility into serialized operations to support troubleshooting.

System Integrations

When warehouse associates scan items using an edge scanner, such as TraceLink's
Smart Inventory Tracker, the system sends serialization data to SOM. For example, if the
associate aggregates serialized products, the system sends the updated hierarchical
relationships to TraceLink. Likewise, if the company's production line system uses an
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optical scanning system or barcode scanners, the serialization data is sent automatically
to TraceLink.

If an organization integrates in these ways, associates do not need to use the SOM or
SNX user interfaces regularly. They can use SOM or SNX to check and update the status
of serialized products and containers, create reports, and troubleshoot issues.

If an organization is not integrated electronically with TraceLink, the warehouse and
production line operators use SOM and SNX user interfaces to perform operations such
as aggregating and disaggregating items.

Compliance Reporting

Once an organization has implemented a TraceLink Track & Trace service, it can use
TraceLink’s Compliance applications to send requisite track and trace data to government
entities or to supply chain partners, depending on the regulations.

For each Compliance application, the organization configures Workflows in TraceLink to
capture data and generate reports when certain events occur. Based on the Workflows,
when a serialization event is triggered in SOM, for example, quality releasing or shipping
a product, the necessary Compliance report is generated.

Government regulations specify which transactions companies must track and report.
TraceLink’s Compliance applications enforce those regulations.

To plan track and trace regulations, regulators answer questions like the following.
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Question Potential Answers

For which transactions should track and trace
data be captured?

Governments can choose to capture data during any of these
transactions:

n Product manufacture

n Product imports or exports

n Product sales and distributions

n Product receipts and returns

n Product destruction

What types of data should be captured? Governments can choose whether to capture the

n Event date

n Serial numbers

n Product code

n Lot number

n Expiration date

n Seller

n Buyer

n Transaction identifiers such as purchase order numbers,
invoice identifiers, or delivery document identifiers.

Which parties in the supply chain should supply
and exchange serialization data?

Governments can choose which entities will be required to provide
data and with who they will exchange data.

n Pharmaceutical manufacturers

n Parallel importers

n Contract Manufacturing Organizations (CMOs)

n Contract Packaging Organizations (CPOs)

n Repackagers

n Kitters

n Third party logistics organizations (3PLs)

n Wholesale distributors

n Pharmacies
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Global Serialization Regulations

Because pharmaceutical serialization regulations differ across countries, TraceLink
serialization enforces the serialization requirements of each locale and automates global
compliance reporting.

TraceLink stores serialization data for the length of time required by the country where a
product will be sold. For example, for the U.S., TraceLink stores the compliance data for 6
years to meet the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) regulations.

For countries that require direct compliance reporting of serialized drug transactions,
TraceLink generates the reports automatically. As countries adopt these requirements,
TraceLink implements country-specific Compliance applications such as India
Compliance and European Union Compliance to store the reports.

If your company has a Compliance application for a country, your implementation team
configures TraceLink Workflows to generate the reports required by that country’s
regulations. The Compliance application monitors the serialization applications for the
workflow events and generates the reports automatically when the specified events occur
in the serialization applications. You can use SOM to generate compliance reports on
demand, as well.
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Serialization Data

Learning Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:

n Identify the typical lifecycle of a serial number as it moves through the supply chain.

n Define the status values and attributes of serial numbers.

n Define the status values of serialized products.

Overview

When you use Serial Number Exchange or Serialized Operations Manager to update or
search for serialization data, you are  prompted for information such as serial numbers,
item identifiers, serial number status values, and attributes. This module describes the
formats, status values, and attributes for serial numbers and the products they identify.

The Serial Number Lifecycle
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The Serial Number Lifecycle

TraceLink’s Serial Number Manager (SNM) application generates serial numbers in the
format required for your specific products. Serial Number Exchange (SNX) integrates with
the line management system to provision the serial numbers.

Because items are packed and repacked as part of standard shipping processes,
TraceLink also manages the serial numbers in the warehouse. Warehouse associates
use the Serialized Operations Manager (SOM) application to ensure that serialized
products remain in compliance during warehouse processing. They use SOM to update
serial numbers when they aggregate, disaggregate, destroy, and sample products and
when they resolve exceptions.

Serial numbers can pass through the following lifecycle states:

The following table describes the lifecycle states:

Lifecycle State Description

Created The serial number has been generated but not been provisioned.

Provisioned
(Reserved)

The manufacturing site requests and receives the serial number.

Encoded The manufacturing site transfers the serial numbers to a printer. Once the serial number is
applied to the product, the serial number moves from the “Encoded” state to the
“Commissioned (used)” state. If damaged during offsite printed, the serial number enters the
"Deactivated" state.
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Lifecycle State Description

Deactivated Serial number has been provisioned but is retired prior to commissioning. The serial number
cannot be reused.

For example, you might need to deactivate a serial number if the line system skipped it or the
number is smudged and cannot be read by the system.

Used
(Commissioned)

The line system or manufacturing associate applies the serial number to a product. The
commissioning data includes the manufacturing date, commissioning date, commissioning
location, lot, and expiration date. The commissioning location is represented as a GLN or an
SGLN tied to the specific manufacturing plant.

Destroyed Serial number is retired after being commissioned. If a serial number is destroyed, it cannot be
reused. For example, you’d destroy a serial number if the product is damaged in the
warehouse.

Decommissioned Serial number is retired after being commissioned. If a serial number is decommissioned, it can
be reused. In some countries like China you’re allowed to reuse serial numbers. So, instead of
destroying them, you’d decommission them.

Serialized Item Status

TraceLink Serialization tracks the status of products and containers once they have been
assigned a serial number.

Serialized items can have the following states.

Item State Description

Available The item is available for shipping.

Picked The item has been picked for shipping.

Shipped The item has been packed and shipped.

Pending
Receipt

The item has arrived at the receiving site but has not yet been received.
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Item State Description

Received The item has been received at the warehouse.

Blocked Shipping or receiving of the item is prevented. Items can be blocked if they are
damaged or if there is no corresponding transaction history for the item, for
example.

Under
Investigation

Shipping or receiving of the item is prevented. The item is quarantined or on
inventory-hold due to a product investigation.

Serial Number Reason Codes

Serial numbers are assigned reason codes when you perform status update operations
on them. You can view these reason codes when you query serial numbers in Serialized
Operations Manager. Possible reason codes are:

Reason Code Description

Damaged The item associated with the serial number has been damaged.

Defective The item does not function as intended.

Dispensed The item associated with the serial number has been dispensed to a consumer.

Disposed The item associated with the serial number has been disposed of.

Expired The expiration date for the item associated with the serial number has passed.

Illegitimate The product is counterfeit, adulterated, the subject of a fraudulent transaction, or is unfit for
distribution for another similar reason.

Inappropriately
Stored

The item has been stored improperly and is no longer fit for sale.

Misplaced The item associated with the serial number is missing.

Quality Released The item has been produced and has passed quality inspections. Some countries require
notification when an item is produced and not only when it is shipped.

Recalled The item associated with the serial number has been recalled.

Repackaged The item has been repackaged or relabeled by a repackager, relabeler, or a parallel importer.

Returned The item has been returned and cannot be resold.
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Reason Code Description

Sampled The item associated with the serial number has been removed from its container for testing.

Sampled-
Archived

The item is sampled to store as a record.

Sampled- Clinical
Study

The item is sampled for a clinical study.

Sampled-
Customs Control

The item is sampled for inspection control by customs authorities.

Sampled- Federal
Inspection

The item is sampled for federal inspection.

Sampled-
Marketing
Demonstration

The item is used in a marketing demonstration.

Sampled-
Pharmaceutical
Study

The item is sampled for a post-registration pharmaceutical study to support submitted changes.

Sampled -
Selective Control

The item is sampled by health authorities to ensure quality standards.

Sampled by
Authorities

The item is removed from its container for sampling by a government entity.

Spoilage The item is spoiled due to exposure (e.g. heat, oxygen, moisture, microorganisms).

Stolen The item associated with the serial number has been stolen.

Withdrawn The item has been destroyed due to a market withdrawal of the product.

Withdrawn-
Experiment

The item is withdrawn from the market during the course of an experiment.

Other The item is destroyed for a reason that is not listed.
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